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1 Background 
 
The dual function of the AIC, as a component of JCOMMOPS and of the APO, has been reviewed 
at the last AST meeting (Brest 2004): 
 
i) Participate in the APO activities driven by the Director. 
ii) Take upon AIC development and responsibilities, regarding intergovernmental issues and 

international technical coordination. 
 
Guidance regarding work content is provided by the AST and the Director. 
Argo TC position is dedicated at 100% to the Argo project. 
As an international entity, the AIC is independent of any country. 
 
It is to be noted: 
 
- Synergies developed within JCOMMOPS have permitted to provide a level of service that would 
have been impossible to provide with one Argo TC isolated. 
 
- A 16 years experience in international technical coordination has been provided by E.Charpentier 
(DBCP/SOOP TC) to Argo TC. Since the establishment of the AIC, the collaboration within 
JCOMMOPS has been particularly fruitful on a professional and human plan. 
 
- DBCP is planning on hiring a new technical coordinator at a lower level than the outgoing one so 
that more of the responsibilities in the JCOMMOPS office will likely fall on Argo TC as the 
experienced and senior member of the office. 
 
- Logistic (working conditions) provided as contracted by CLS are excellent. 
 
- Support provided by IOC secretariat is fundamental: 
Additionally to the administrative functions of the IOC regarding the TC position, secretariat asks, 
ever year, funding countries to renew their contributions to the AIC. 
IOC resources are modest and this support to the AIC, Argo TC position and so Argo is substantial. 
On the other hand, close collaboration with international organizations and initiatives (as GOOS), 
facilitates contacts established by TC, donor programs or float retrieval coordination, and further 
participates in enhancing the international support to the Argo project. 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 



 
 
 
2 Summary of TC Tasks and Missions 
 
 
 

Tasks 
 

“Practical Tasks” 
% of 
Working 
Time 

 
(I) Basic Co-ordination 
 

 
Email, Phone, Visits 

 
30 % 

 
(II) Secretariat 
 

 
Reports, Letters, Articles, Missions preparation 

 
5 % 

 
(III) Development of a web 
based information system 

 
- System/Software Installation & Upgrades 
- Database modeling and implementation  
- Web applications coding 
- daily scripts coding (to check database 
consistency) 
- Graphical Design  
- GIS developments 
 

 
 
 

10% 

 
(IV) Maintenance and 
operating of the system 

 
- Operating System(s) Administration 
- Database loading and maintenance (floats, 
news, contacts, etc) 
- GIS operating 
- Status Reports 
- Products (maps, charts, stats) 
 

 
 

50% 

 
(V) International Issues 
 

 
EEZs Concurrences, Label, Meetings 

 
5 % 

 
2.1 Remarks:  
It has been necessary to build and information system from scratch so the working time dedicated to 
developments has been substantial during the first years of AIC operations. 
The system deserved to be finalized but is operational since 2 years. 
Hence and as planned in the ToR, (III) has gradually decreased and (IV) increased. 
The acceleration of Argo implementation (1000 floats deployed in 2005) and the growing Argo 
community have naturally pushed the TC to limit the developments. 
 
 
2.2 Routine Tasks: 
Here are given practical examples of regular tasks performed by the TC (non exhaustive). 
As the spectrum of tasks is pretty wide, it is needed to gradually organize the work following daily, 
weekly, monthly, yearly priorities. 
During 2005, the growing number of deployments has forced the TC to constantly “run after the 
floats”, performing labor-intensive tasks on a daily basis. After discussions with the Argo exec., it 
has been decided to update the float database (adding new floats) on a weekly basis. Total float 
number will be frozen between the updates. 



- Daily 
- Check the information system is up and fix problems occurring 
- Answer (email) support requests concerning any Argo project aspect 
- Check “meta database” content and integrity 
- Check log files and daily batches worked fine 
- Recall to notify new float deployments if needed 
- Notify deployments if needed (new programmes) 
- Team work with TC DBCP 
- Supervise students being trained at JCOMMOPS, if any 

 
 

- Weekly 
- Maintain Argo Status up to date (add new floats, check float parameters, check potential 

revivals, inactive floats, etc) => write report * 
- Check log files and weekly batches worked fine 
- Track floats with no data distribution (GTS & GDACs)=> write report * 
- Take step to set up data distribution for DAC less programmes. 
- Add pertinent news on the website (Argo websites updates, deployment opportunity, 

float retrieval stories , new contributions, etc) 
 

- Monthly 
- Prepare Argo status maps => write report to argo@jcommops.org * 
- Clean floats trajectories and archives 
- Check log files and monthly batches worked fine 
- Analyse produced monthly reports, graphs, and maps and look for discrepancies. Alert 

community and/or suggest solutions if needed 
- Administrative tasks (regarding IOC, JCOMMOPS) 

 
- Bi- Monthly 
- AIC activities (telegraphic format, list of non routine tasks achieved, or new routine 

tasks)=> write report * 
 

- Yearly 
- Coordinate donor programmes (including shipping, technical assistance) 
- Coordinate retrieval procedures 
- Think of new ideas and recommendations that could be made to the AST/ADMT to 

improve overall coordination and effectiveness 
- Review website content. 
- Reports to AST, ADMT on AIC activities 
- Beached/Retrieved floats status => write report * 
- Argo implementation => write report * 
- Think of training subject(s) for potential students at JCOMMOPS 
- JCOMMOPS annual budget (IOC, WMO, CLS). Plan future expenditures with DBCP 

TC. 
 
- Biennial 
- Possibly re look websites targeting a better demonstration of Argo value 
- Think of new monitoring tools, new metadata 

 
 
(*) Such reports have been provided sporadically until today. It is planned to rationalize and 
automate (at least some parts) these reports for a routine production. 
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2.3 ad hoc tasks 
 

- Provide material (statistics, maps, charts, presentations) on demand 
- Update database/website (contacts, meetings, etc) 
- Develop/finalize web applications 
- Develop/finalize  scripts (to check database or produce status files) 
- Add new metadata in the system  (sensors, deployment method, beached floats) 
- Maintain/Install hardware/software (3 servers) 
- Investigate new floats/programmes to include them in Argo 
- Represent the "Argo customer" at CLS when problems occur (to speed up solutions) 
- Write general abstracts on Argo (e.g. UNESCO, CNES magazines) - rare 
- Write letters in collaboration with IOC to build donor programmes  (customs, foreign 

affairs) 
- Mailing Lists maintenance (8 Argo lists + GEO: ocean-united@jcommops.org) 
- Prepare missions/visits 

 
2.4 2005 Missions 
 

-     Perth/Australia Argo Exec 2005 
-     Brest France: Martec, Coriolis, Argo France meeting 
-     Cape town/South Africa, SAARDAC meeting 
-     Brest, EUROGOOS meeting (lobbying on “light” European Argo funding) 
-     Seattle, USA, APEX workshop 
-     Concepcion, Chile (Argo/CLIVAR) 
-     Buenos Aires, Argentina, DBCP #21 meeting 
-     Tokyo, Japan, ADMT #6 meeting 
-     Paris France: GOOS visit, preparation of UNESCO 60th birthday 
-     Paris, France, UNESCO 60th birthday: presentation on ocean obs. systems (focusing on 
Argo) with P.Bernal (Tsunami) and E. Desa (Capacity building) 

 
2.5 2006 planning  
 
 

- 
- 
- 

- 

AST #7 India, Hyderabad, 16-18 January 
Argo Workshop #2 Venice, March 
ABE-LOS #6, Malaga, Spain, April 
Report on the IOC Resolution XX-6 implementation 

 presentation in plenary or parallel session if possible  
ADMT #7 
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3 The AIC Information System  
 
A centralized information system is implemented gradually to facilitate international coordination 
by TC, information spreading and Argo network monitoring.  
System is developed and maintained by the Argo TC. 
  
After 5 years of activities, here are the main steps of such developments  
 
 2001: Interim static Argo website developed by E.Charpentier, updated by TC 

 2002: Backbone of the information system operational: Database, GIS, 
  chart engine, first dynamic “test products” on-line. 

2003: Main products and functionalities reinforced. New monitoring products 
developed 
2004: Content, cosmetic layer, ergonomics, reviewed in a global strategy  

 Argo portal www.argo.net developed 
 2005: Final website => 2006 
 
The AIC website is the visible part of an iceberg. Various scripts gather information from various 
sources to feed the JCOMMOPS float database and provide updated products. 
TC is the first user of the website and can achieve most of database maintenance tasks on-line. 
 
The website proposes some basic sections common to most of websites (“news”, “contacts”, 
“meetings”, “documents”, “gallery”, “links”, and “help” with search features) and operations 
oriented products.” 
  
It is to be noted that the AIC website has much more visitors than planned. In theory, if a few tens 
of Argonauts use the website regularly, mission is fulfilled. But it appears that some days hundreds 
of visitors are using it; number of session is monitored in real-time on the website itself. 
 
Chart below shows a constant growth in the audience since the establishment of the AIC early 2001. 
Today an average of 11000 visits (or sessions) per month (or 360/day) is observed. This positive 
result for the AIC demonstrates too the excellent visibility of the Argo program.  
 
It is now needed to investigate (manually) if the audience is appropriate (website is not dedicated to 
large public) and if this audience find an appropriate content on the website.  
To that end, Argonauts may receive a phone call or email from TC in the next months, and spend 5 
min to answer a few questions. 
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3.1 Available Products 
 
List of main products URLs is given in annex 1. 
 
 
3.2 General Developments  
 
Taking into account available resources (1 TC), developments have been rather ambitious and the 
last cosmetic layer has been voluntarily neglected. AST recalled that fact at the last meeting (Brest 
2004). 
So the AIC took step to make this last effort concerning web developments. TC has guided a 
student for the realization of graphical material for JCOMMOPS, the AIC and the ARGO.NET 
portal. 
The AIC website is being reorganized to facilitate access and highlight existing services. 
Most of work has been done and a close collaboration with the APO Director will fix the last 
details. 
However, the working time dedicated in 2005 to web developments (see section 2) hasn’t permitted 
to release the final version. 
 
Some explanations: 
The actual website runs under windows OS (same version since 1 year and 1/2). 
The new version (developed in parallel) has been migrated to a newer version of Java, targeting a 
final deployment platform under a UNIX system. To that end a MacOSX server has been installed. 
The JCOMMOPS general website runs already under this platform. 
During these migrations a lot of new errors (HTML rendering and functionalities) appeared. 
I am gradually fixing all these errors and I hope to release the site in the next months. 
 
On the other hand, the  JCOMMOPS web site (http://www.jcommops.org ) has been entirely re-
designed and re-structured to better serve the in situ met/ocean observing community in terms of 
support for implementation and operations, and in terms of monitoring. This is the result of a 4-year 
gradual effort since establishment of JCOMMOPS by JCOMM-I in June 2001. It could be realized 
thanks to financial support by Member Countries to the Data Buoy Cooperation Panel (DBPC), the 
Ship Of Opportunity Program (SOOP), and the Argo Information Centre (AIC). The web site has 
been developed in synergy with Argo TC, and with support from students: programmer and graphic 
artist. Graphic design, structure, and ergonomics are compatible between the JCOMMOPS and AIC 
web sites. 
This website has been built using most of the new AIC website web components and has been 
released before the AIC website thanks to the help of a programmer. This programmer, now well 
trained in the technologies used, will focus on the AIC website in the next months, under the 
guidance of the Argo TC. 
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AIC www  Final Version 
 
 
 
What’s New? 
Operations-oriented products (implementation, monitoring, data management, instrumentation, map 
room) have been separated from the basic ones (news, contacts, etc) 
 
Users should not be lost on this new website as it uses all old functionalities in a more user friendly 
way.  
Except a few additional features (statistics on float lifetime) the main functional improvement 
concerns Notification and platform metadata management. 
 
Beyond graphical design, goal was to: 
 
- save time for those who enter information in the system 
- manage more float metadata for a better network monitoring 
- highlight Argo project status and achievements 
 
 
3.3 Notification and Float metadata 
 
This part is the heart of the AIC information system. 
The notification procedure, assigned by an IOC resolution to Argo seemed bureaucratic at start but 
is in fact an excellent way to provide an accurate status of the network.  
 
The Notification interface has been upgraded to gather more metadata (e.g. air deployment, weather 
conditions at launch, ship speed, etc) and is being integrated in a larger planning strategy, allowing 
more flexibility for the users. 
This includes:  
 
 
 
 
 
 



Step1:  Regional planning 6 months in advance (text files, gathered by regional coordinators) 
 
If file is consistent with a pre-defined standard it will be loaded directly in the float DB. 
Minimum information to be loaded: ‘ID (any), Dep. Date, Dep. Lat, Dep. Lon (*)’ 
 
Step2:  Formal Notification   (on-line by operators before launch) 
 

 If step1 has been successfully realized this step will be a check & confirmation 
step. After a visual check, it is possible to notify N deployments in one click. 
 

 If not, each deployment will have to be entered manually, as it is done today. It is 
proposed to enter more metadata for a notification  

 
At this stage, operator (logged in) formalizes his deployment plan. 
 
Here is the new Notification editing page, proposing new metadata as: 
 
- New Ids (manufacturer serial n°, internal Ids as e.g. AOML use for US floats) 
- Deployment Ship and its call sign 
- Deploying country if different 
- Deployment method (Crane, Manual, parachute, throw over, toboggan, unknown) 
- Deployment type (Air, M/V, R/V, SHIP) 
- Deployment Height 
- Ship call sign 
- Ship speed 
- Sea State (WMO standards) 
- Wind speed (Beaufort) 
- CTD at launch 
 
Only a few fields are compulsory. 
At this step, float can’t be found by the global search engine. The deployment is just a “Plan”. 
Any modification has to be done using the “deployment notification interface”, with an internal 
search engine: 
 
N.B.: Argo TC role:  
Before last step, TC role is to check everything worked well. 
In a complex computing system there are always surprises or “side effects”. A good knowledge of 
the whole system is important to solve problems when they occur.  
TC has the “privilege” to add a float in the system and then changes are reflected on all products. 
=> But it is needed to receive a first good location to start the tracking. 
When it does, plan has been applied and float appears in the system. 
 
Remark: This step was time consuming for the TC (particularly as the network is growing) and 
some tools have been developed to save time and be sure to not forget floats somewhere. 
To that end 4 daily scripts are running and send email to the TC: 
 
- 1) List of Notifications waiting TC check 
- 2) List of dead floats potentially reviving  
- 3) Float data published at GDACs and not monitored by the AIC 
- 4) List of inactive floats 
Hence today it is near impossible to miss a float.  
The network status will be updated (add/remove active floats) on a weekly basis, followed by a 
report sent to PIs. 



It is to be noted that there is still a time consuming task directly related to the Argos location 
system. This system generates a lot of erratic locations that have to be cleaned to track the float 
rigorously. Some basic QC procedures (on platform speed) have been developed but there are still 
some errors (e.g. when the Argos system chooses the wrong Doppler solution). 
This is particularly important to clean the database before producing the monthly maps, otherwise 
5-10% of the floats are on land and trajectories are wasting the maps. 
The new site will facilitate this task by allowing flagging bad locations on the fly. 
Iridium locations are entered (6 floats for now) manually in the system. 
It will be needed to organize the routine and independent assimilation of iridium locations. 
To that end AIC will collaborate with Argos, if it is still planned to ask Argos to be a gateway for 
Iridium data. 
 
Step3:  Platform Detail update   (on-line by operators after launch or at any time) 
 
At this stage float is visible on the maps, taken into account in statistics, and can be found via the 
global search engine by typing any Id in the text box. 
The operator (or any contact related to the program: PI, DAC managers.) logs-in to open an edit 
mode including more metadata: e.g.: 
- sensors 
- batteries 
- ending causes 
- … 
Some fields are used by TC only and hidden to operators. 
Some other fields (‘is the float published on the GTS’, float age…) are not visible here and so not 
manually editable; they are computed routinely. 
 
3.4 Misc. Upgrades 
 
The interactive mapping system (http://w4.jcommops.org/website/Argo ) has been upgraded and finally 
allows 3 projections: “universal polar stereographic North/South” and “plate carree” (to avoid 
Pacific Ocean splitting). The application is now supported by MacOSX browsers.  
Thanks to a partnership with the USA National Ice Centre, the real time arctic/Antarctic ice edge is 
available. Monthly maps integrate ice edge too. 
Next step will be to display ice concentrations to check accurately if floats can pop up or not. 
 
The hardware architecture has been upgraded for a better load balancing between the different 
applications. GIS has been moved on a better server (on – the – fly projections need resources). 
At start all was on one server. 2 years ago, database moved on a dedicated server and soon all web 
applications will move on another dedicated server while FTP services and mapping/charting 
engines on another. 
Finally 3 dedicated servers will host AIC (and JCOMMOPS) information system on an “N-tier 
solution”, ready to operate on the long term.  
Once again, only the JCOMMOPS synergies permitted to purchase, and operate such hardware. 
(10k$ / year: 5k from Argo, 5k from DBCP) 
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3.5 www.argo.net 
 
http://www.argo.net is now the new Argo Portal. 
This Argo Home Page has been realized by the AIC, assisted with a student from Beaux-Arts 
(Toulouse) specialized in graphical design. 
Goal was to provide a unique entry point, a unique web reference for Argo, and guide users to the 
appropriate Argo web sites: 
 
- The Argo Project Office for general information, science issues, etc.  
- The AIC for operations, technical information, monitoring, etc. 
- The 2 Argo Global Data Centres to download data via the different distribution services. 

 
Default homepage is now pure HTML. 
User should understand immediately what is Argo looking to the flash animation. 
Such initiative should modestly improve communication concerning the Argo project. 
 

 
 

http://www.argo.net 
AST is invited to propose new elements (new links) to be added: e.g.: list of participating countries, 
links to interactive maps or Google Earth… 
 
3.6 Development of new products 
 
 
Guided by AST chairman and Director, some products monitoring float lifetime are being 
developed. Here is below an example of decay chart, available for all Argo, all participating 
countries, all programmes and all float models. Such product will be on-line with a restricted 
access. 

http://www.argo.net/
http://www.argo.net/


 
 
 
 
 
 
 
3.7 Mailing Lists 
The AIC maintains following mailing lists: 
 
 
argo@jcommops.org  
Argo General Mailing List  (687 subscribers) 

argo-dm@jcommops.org  
Argo Data Management  (120) 

argo-dm-dm@jcommops.org  
Argo Data Management - Delayed Mode (39) 

argo-dm-format@jcommops.org  
Argo Data Management - Data Formats (34) 

argo-dm-rt@jcommops.org  
Argo Data Management - Real Time (27) 

argo-exec@jcommops.org  
Argo Executive (14) 
argo-st@jcommops.org  
Argo Steering Team (33) 
argo-tech@jcommops.org  (68) 
Argo Technical mailing list  (with manufacturers) 
 
On the other hand, JCOMMOPS maintains DBCP, SOOP mailing lists and a new list for GEO: 
ocean-united@jcommops.org 
 
 
 
 
 

http://listes.cls.fr/wws/info/argo
http://listes.cls.fr/wws/info/argo-dm
http://listes.cls.fr/wws/info/argo-dm-dm
http://listes.cls.fr/wws/info/argo-dm-format
http://listes.cls.fr/wws/info/argo-dm-rt
http://listes.cls.fr/wws/info/argo-exec
http://listes.cls.fr/wws/info/argo-exec
http://listes.cls.fr/wws/info/argo-tech
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4 AIC & Argo Data Management 
 
The AIC participates in the Argo Data Management Team activities, encouraging standardization, 
regional collaboration, promoting data flow, and providing specific tools to facilitate data 
management set up and to monitor the Argo Data System. 
 
Some national contact points, report on-line on the different steps achieved concerning real-time or 
delayed–mode data management: 
 
Some national Argo programmes have not yet developed such capabilities, or have no dedicated 
funding for data management (focusing e.g. on implementation aspects). 
In that case, the AIC coordinates the data management set up with voluntary centres ready to take 
upon the floats processing.  Practically, such assistance is offered by CLS for the GTS distribution 
and Coriolis for the GDACs distribution. 
 
On a daily basis, float data published on the GTS or at the GDACs are compared to the floats 
officially notified at the AIC. 
Some scripts are running daily to get information from Meteo-France (GTS) and Coriolis (GDAC), 
then merge it with the AIC float data base and the Argo TC receives daily status list by email. 
 
The results a summarized on a web page: 
http://w3.jcommops.org/cgi-bin/WebObjects/Argo.woa/wa/dataStats  
  
Float operators in charge of data management set up are encouraged to use such lists to detect 
potential omissions and check from another source if data are effectively published on the 
appropriate channels. 
 
- These tools particularly show that 98% of Argo data are published on the GTS and at the GDACs. 
 
Data Management Team contact points, documents (which can be physically stored anywhere), 
meetings related information are maintained by the AIC, and ADMT chair persons can modify on-
line such information. 
Some basic tools and links to deal with netCDF formats are available on-line. 
The AIC encourages Argo data management community to share more tools to code/decode 
netCDF. 
  
NB: The AIC doesn't distribute nor archive scientific data. 
 
Important: The AIC routinely provides trajectory lists (ASCII format) and recall that it is done for 
monitoring purpose only. (E.g. to make a movie of the network growth)  
The AIC tracks the float (as required by the IOC. Res. XX-6) and so get an accurate trajectory data 
set appreciated by some users, but for scientific purposes, only the GDAC trajectory files should be 
used. 
 
ADMT #5 Actions List achieved 
 
ADMT #6 Actions List: 
- Implement voluntary user registration at the GDACs and AIC 
- Improve the Project Status page to highlight Argo good health 
- Design and implement a simple problem reporting system 
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5 International Issues 
 
5.1 Collaborations 

 
Based on successful examples, bilateral collaborations are established via “float donations”. This 
has been done between India and Canada, UK and Mauritius in the past and is encouraged by the 
AIC/APO. 
 
A country receives the float(s) from an established and funded Argo program and takes upon the 
deployments. Deployment location is chosen taking into account local expertise and AST 
recommendations. 
The receiver organizes the support of Argo on a regional basis, providing media visibility and/or 
political agreements (EEZs access). 
The AIC/APO, in cooperation with the IOC secretariat and UNESCO (translations), prepares letter 
to be sent to (e.g.) Foreign Affairs Dept. and invite receivers to support Argo. 
 
This permits to facilitate implementation, stimulate bilateral collaborations (and so modestly initiate 
transfers of marine technology), give visibility to local scientists and make of Argo a truly global 
and international project. 
 
The AIC coordinates such projects between different actors (donator, manufacturer, receiver, APO, 
IOC, etc). This is a long process. 
 
In this regard, Spain has “offered” some floats to Costa Rica and Mexico, while Canada sent some 
floats to Chile. USA donated floats to Brazil and Argentina. 
A new donor programme is being initiated with USA/Canada and Kenya. 

  
Working time to prepare the different documents, organize the float shipping is far away to be 
negligible and about the above examples, discussions started at the Tokyo workshop two years ago. 
Now sample letters (see annexes) are ready and could be used on other similar projects with more 
efficiency. 
Legal aspects are being fixed thanks to IOC/UNESCO (see donation contract in annex). 
I thank Aurora Mateos (IOC) for her assistance on these issues.  
 
 
5.2 Float Retrieval: 
 
Refer to the additional report on beached floats. 
Additional remarks made by the Argo exec. Following the report: 
 
 
- We need to become much better organized on this issue and to make it something of highest 

priority. 
 
- Detailed instructions on opening and battery removal for all instrument types should not be 

publicly available to avoid encouraging finders to open the instrument themselves. 
 
- AIC to prepare a file for Google Earth including all surface positions for beached floats 
 
=> AST to establish a small working group on the issue 
 
 
 



5.3 EEZs 
 
IOC of UNESCO is still debating the issue via the ABE-LOS group. Some progresses have been 
made and the AST is invited to interact with this group, via national delegation, to make sure that 
nothing will slow down the Argo implementation, and help the AIC to get approval on the 
established notification system. 
 
IOC Resolution XX-6 & the AIC 
To summarize, this resolution (http://argo.jcommops.org/IOC_Resolution_XX-6.html) was 
requesting to notify all float deployments (in high seas) which might drift into coastal states EEZs. 
 
So the AST took step (in 2001) to fund and establish an Argo Information Centre to fulfill that 
requirement, in collaboration with IOC and WMO. 
 
The notification system, implemented by the AIC, is in place since 2001 and rigorously applied by 
all float deployers (condition sine qua non to be part of Argo). 
Practically each float deployer fills a web form before the deployment and a notification is sent by 
email to all IOC members states via their designated Argo Focal Point. 
This notification includes deployment date, location, float Ids, float model, country, program name, 
contact point, and additional information such as deploying platform or extra sensors. 
If the deployment date/location changed (sometimes it is not so simple to be at a location x,y and at 
a time t in the ocean ) the notification is updated with exact date/location. 
It is the responsibility of the PI (representing its institution and further its country) to provide 
appropriate information. 
It is the responsibility of the AIC to maintain the system operational. 
Additionally to that notification procedure, the AIC maintains a real-time monitoring system 
showing the floats drift regarding EEZs and provides practical information on how to get (free and 
unrestricted) data through the Argo Global Data Centers. 
The Argo national focal points have been designated in 2001 (following an IOC/WMO circular 
letter). 
Please make sure that your country has designated this national Argo focal point. 
If not designate one (in collaboration with IOC/WMO national representatives): then send the 
contact details to Boram Lee at IOC: B.Lee@unesco.org 
List of focal points can be checked here: 
http://w3.jcommops.org/cgi-bin/WebObjects/Argo.woa/wa/gp?gp=NFPs 
Argo & ABE-LOS 
IOC/ABE-LOS national delegations are formed, of one expert in marine scientific research (MSR) 
and one expert in Law of the Sea (LOS). 
 
Argo is well linked to that group since its establishment (read report ABE-LOS #1 
http://ioc.unesco.org/unclos/ , "The Argo Project" ). 
The Argo TC is part of this group as an observer giving practical feedback on the implementation of 
a global array such as Argo. 
To that end ubmitted a report on the IOC Res. XX-6 implementation by the AIC and will attend the 
next session (Malaga, Spain from 3-7 April 2006). 
TC will try to present the existing notification mechanism in a "technical session" and get feedback 
from the group. 
 
Some AST members have probably read the "guidelines (...) for the collection of oceanographic 
data" (see annex) drafted by a sub-group of ABE-LOS. 
To answer some AST members questions I don't see such guidelines (draft status) having a negative 
impact on Argo. 
On my side, I will make sure that the group keeps in mind the existing mechanism set up by the 

http://argo.jcommops.org/IOC_Resolution_XX-6.html
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AIC for floats, which is answering IOC Res. XX-6 needs (this can be discussed) and practically 
workable for float deployers. 
I will add some facts demonstrating Argo is doing its best regarding overall transparency, free data 
exchange, international collaboration (capacity building), environment (retrieval of beached floats). 
  
These guidelines may lead to a new resolution within one or two years. Such resolution should ease 
implementation of global networks and not complexify it. 
 
 I think the message to be sent by AST members to ABE-LOS via the national delegation could 
include following items: 
(some AST members are scientific experts of ABE-LOS, so it should be easier)  
 
Remark:  
- I intentionally itemized positive elements but national positions could be different.  
 
i) - My country is funding or/and supporting the AIC activities, established in 2001 by the AST in 
collaboration with IOC and WMO to comply with the IOC Resolution XX-6. 
 
ii) - My country is applying the AIC notification system for all profiling float deployments 
 
iii) - My country is supporting the existing notification system. 
(I.e. accepts the email based notifications from other countries deployments in high seas) 
 
This is very important and has to be checked with the LOS expert of your delegation. 
Some countries may require more than an email based system. If your country thinks the existing 
system is appropriate, please mention it. 
 
For the float deployments directly into coastal states EEZs, the art. 247 of the LOS have to be 
respected (national responsibility): a formal authorization is asked in advance. 
It is to be noted that: 
 
-  Beyond the respect of art. 247, these deployments are notified too. 
-  some global concurrences have been provided by some member states to deploy floats directly 
into their EEZs (e.g. most of Pacific Islands, USA, UK, Mauritius, Mozambique, Canada - on 
going) under the condition that the deployments are officially notified through the AIC and data 
made freely available. 
 
So eventually, 
 
iv) My country concurs with the deployments of profiling floats directly in the EEZs of its 
jurisdiction; given that these deployments are officially notified through the AIC and all 
information is made available in real-time. 
 
 I encourage AST members to establish the link with their ABE-LOS delegation and start the 
process to obtain global concurrences. (At least all Argo participating countries should try to obtain 
it). 
 
v) My country ask a discussion and an evaluation of the existing notification mechanism for Argo 
by the ABE-LOS. 
Goal is here is to open the debate, and improve the existing procedure if needed, to finally have all 
member states supporting the procedure. 
Except one country, and as far as I know, it is the case today. 
 



Misc remarks: 
 
A dedicated notification system for floats entering in Argentinean EEZs (and disputed EEZs) has 
been realized to warn Argentina of floats entering in their EEZs. 
Argentina asked (via UNESCO) a number of modifications on the interactive mapping system. 
 
6 Conclusion: 
 
Priorities for next year can be summarized as follow: 
 
-    Deploy the final website with all problems fixed 

Highlight the Argo project good health on the website (participate in the value demonstration of    
Argo) 

 
- Rationalize the update of float database 
 
- Rationalize the reporting  

Weekly reports to AST, ADMT (on Argo status) 
Monthly status report to all Argonauts 
Bi monthly reports to AST (on TC tasks) 
Yearly report on Argo implementation 

 
- Finalize the float retrieval procedure 
 
- Finalize the donor programme 
 
- Establish new contacts (e.g. POGO research cruise database) to provide better information on 

deployment opportunities 
 
- Improve (modestly) Argo media coverage via educational initiatives (e.g with CNES) 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
Annex 1 :  Main AIC website products 



 
Following services/tools/statistics/products are available on-line, amongst others, and improved 
gradually: 

 
 
- Official Argo Active Float list with last locations and basic metadata (updated bi-daily) 

o ftp://ftp.jcommops.org/Argo/Status /status.txt  
o ftp://ftp.jcommops.org/Argo/Status /status.kml 

 
Add the above link in “Add / Network Link” menu to have the Argo network updated when you 
open Google Earth. 
 
- All Argo Deployments (bi-daily) 

o ftp://ftp.jcommops.org/Argo/Status /deployment.txt   
 
- All float trajectories (active & inactive) 

o ftp://ftp.jcommops.org/Argo/Status /loc.txt 
 
remark: all *.txt  files are available in zipped format (*.txt.gz) 
 
- Deployment Notification Interface:   

o http://w3.jcommops.org/cgi-bin/WebObjects/Notification  
o Implementation of IOC Resolution XX-6 

 
- Interactive Map (GIS): 

o http://w4.jcommops.org/website/Argo  
o zoom in/out, query, display maps 
o many layers available  (trajectories, EEZs, Ice Edge, etc) 
o 3 projections available (global, polar) 

 
- National/Regional  program status  

o http://w3.jcommops.org/cgi-bin/WebObjects/Argo.woa/wa/prog  
 
- Float Search Engine 

o http://w3.jcommops.org/cgi-bin/WebObjects/Argo.woa/ptfSearch  . 
o Find floats crossing up to 20 criteria. 

 
-    Argo Global Program Status 

o http://w3.jcommops.org/cgi-bin/WebObjects/Argo.woa/wa/status  
o History, yearly deployments, network growth 

 
-     Monthly Status Maps  

o http://w3.jcommops.org/cgi-bin/WebObjects/Argo.woa/wa/maps  
o Argo maps (low/high definition, browse the archive) 
o Some maps are produced outside the AIC and stored in the DB (SIO, JMA) 
o All maps include now Ice edge. 

 
-     Data Flow Monitoring Stats  

o http://w3.jcommops.org/cgi-bin/WebObjects/Argo.woa/wa/dataStats 
o Monitor (real time) data distribution on GTS and GDACs, float per float 
o Inspect DACs, GDACs, RDACs details and development milestones 

 
- Float Detail Page 

ftp://ftp.jcommops.org/Argo/Status /status.txt
ftp://ftp.jcommops.org/Argo/Status /status.kml
ftp://ftp.jcommops.org/Argo/Status /deployment.txt
ftp://ftp.jcommops.org/Argo/Status /loc.txt
http://w3.jcommops.org/cgi-bin/WebObjects/Notification
http://w4.jcommops.org/website/Argo
http://w3.jcommops.org/cgi-bin/WebObjects/Argo.woa/wa/prog
http://w3.jcommops.org/cgi-bin/WebObjects/Argo.woa/ptfSearch
http://w3.jcommops.org/cgi-bin/WebObjects/Argo.woa/wa/status
http://w3.jcommops.org/cgi-bin/WebObjects/Argo.woa/wa/maps
http://w3.jcommops.org/cgi-bin/WebObjects/Argo.woa/wa/dataStats


o http://w3.jcommops.org/cgi-bin/WebObjects/Argo.woa/wa/ptf?wmo=A9nnnnn  
o replace A9nnnnn by a WMO Id 
o Access all regional/national products for a given platform 

 
- Search Engine 

o http://w3.jcommops.org/cgi-bin/WebObjects/Argo.woa/wa/search?string=keyword  
o replace keyword by any keyword or platform ID 
o Obtain any Argonaut phone number, some platform details, document or news, acronym 

definition, stored in the JCOMMOPS DB. 
 
Annex 2: Draft by ABE-LOS sub-group 
LEGAL FRAMEWORK WITHIN THE CONTEXT OF UNCLOS WHICH IS APPLICABLE 
FOR THE COLLECTION OF OCEANOGRAPHIC DATA 
 
 
Practical guidelines for (i) the deployment of floats in high seas which may drift into 
Exclusive Economic Zones; (ii) the deployment of floats and surface drifting buoys 
into Exclusive Economic Zones; (iii) the deployment of XBTs (Expandable Bathy 
Thermograph) by ships of opportunity into Exclusive Economic Zones 
 
 
General 
 
1. These Guidelines address to collection of oceanographic data by 
 

(i) the deployment of floats in high seas which may drift into Exclusive Economic 
Zones (“EEZ”); 

 
(ii) the deployment of floats and surface drifting buoys into EEZs; 

 
(iii) the deployment of XBTs by ships of opportunity into EEZs. 

 
2. The Guidelines apply for data collection in measurement of temperature and/or water 
salinity. The data collected may be used, in particular, for such operational purposes as 
weather forecasting or improving safety of navigation. Such collection of oceanographic 
data presents an excellent opportunity to improve ocean and climate forecasting, with 
consequent benefits for the protection of life and property and effective planning for the 
effects of seasonal to inter-annual climate variability. 
 
3. The data may be collected by various actors including international operators, national 
operators acting within the framework of international cooperation agreements or 
international entities, such as the IOC, or national operators for domestic activities. 
 
4. These Guidelines build upon the “IOC OCEANOGRAPHIC DATA EXCHANGE POLICY” 
established by Resolution XXII-6 (2003) of the IOC Assembly, and take into account 
Resolution XX-6 (1999) of the IOC Assembly on the “THE Argo PROJECT”. 
 
5. Any collection of oceanographic data shall be conducted exclusively for peaceful 
purposes, and in compliance with the obligations of States to protect and preserve the 
marine environment. 
 
6. Nothing in these Guidelines shall prejudice the rights, jurisdiction and duties of States 
under the international law of the sea, in particular the UN Convention on the Law of the 

http://w3.jcommops.org/cgi-bin/WebObjects/Argo.woa/wa/ptfSearch?wmo=A9nnnnn
http://w3.jcommops.org/cgi-bin/WebObjects/Argo.woa/wa/search?string=keyword


Sea. These Guidelines shall be interpreted in the context of and in a manner consistent 
with the provisions of the Convention. 
 
7. In the case of disputed sea areas, relevant communications under the present 
Guidelines shall be made to all coastal State parties to the dispute. 
 
Deployment of floats in high seas which may drift into EEZs 
 
8. Freedom of the high seas, as provided for in international law, comprises inter alia 
collection of oceanographic data. It shall be conducted with due regard for other legitimate 
activities on the high seas. 
 
9. The Executive Secretary IOC shall be informed at least [30 days] in advance of the 
deployment of floats in high seas which may drift into the EEZs of coastal States. Such 
information, to be provided by the operators of the floats, shall include full description of 
 
(i) physical features of the float; 
 
(ii) the nature and objectives of the project; 
 
(iii) the name of the sponsoring institution for the collection of oceanographic data, its 
director, and the person in charge of the project; 
 
(iv) the date and coordinates of the deployment of the float. 
 
10. The Executive Secretary IOC shall promptly distribute the above information to all 
States. 
 
11. The data collected by floats drifting into EEZs shall be available to the coastal States 
concerned through appropriate data exchange systems. 
 
 
Deployment of floats and surface drifting buoys into EEZs 
 
12. Coastal States shall be informed at least [60 days] in advance of any deployment of 
floats and surface drifting buoys for the collection of oceanographic data into their EEZs. 
The communication shall be submitted by the operators of the floats and buoys to coastal 
authorities specified by the coastal States. 
 
13. Such communication shall include the information identified in paragraph 9 above. 
 
14. The data collected by floats and surface drifting buoys deployed into EEZs shall be 
available to the coastal States concerned through appropriate data exchange systems. 
 
 
Deployment of XBTs by ships of opportunity into EEZs 
 
15. “Ships of opportunity” used in deployment of XBTs into EEZs shall be identified at least 
[60 days] in advance of the commencement of such activity by the operators of data 
collection with the Executive Secretary IOC. The Executive Secretary IOC shall maintain 
an electronic data base of such ships, including full description of 
 
(i) the ship’s name, tonnage, type, class, and State of registry; 



 
(ii) the name of the sponsoring institution for the collection of oceanographic data, its 
director, and the person in charge of the project; 
 
(iii) the ship’s routes of operation. 
 
16. All States shall have access to the data base. 
 
17. The Executive Secretary IOC shall without delay bring any new entry to the data base 
to the attention of the coastal States concerned. 
 
18. The data collected by the XBTs shall be available to the coastal States concerned 
through appropriate data exchange systems. 
 
 
Responsibility and liability 
 
19. There shall be responsibility and liability over the activities for the collection of 
oceanographic data subject to these Guidelines in compliance with the provisions of Article 
263 of the UN Convention on the Law of the Sea. 



Annex 3: 
 
Invitation to support the Argo project 
 
 Dear Sir, 
 
 As you know, the international Argo project (http://www.argo.net ) is at the forefront 
of efforts undertaken to better understand the climate of the planet and at the same time 
develop operational oceanography.  
 
 Argo aims to deploy a network of 3000 autonomous floats in the oceans of the world, 
and spaced about 300 km apart, so that they can measure changes in the temperature and 
salinity of the upper 2000 m of ocean in real-time. Argo complements other observations 
systems (satellite based in-situ) and is today the most abundant source of sub-surface data 
from the open ocean. It is expected that Argo will improve Ocean and Climate forecasting, 
and (i) help to understand ocean-atmosphere interactions and (ii) to predict seasonal to 
decadal climate variability. 
 
 In agreement with IOC data policy, Argo data are free, without any restriction, and no 
period of exclusive use. They are made routinely available in real time through two Global 
Data Acquisition Centres in USA and France. The floats are designed to present neither 
pollution hazard nor any hazard to navigation. They spend most of their lifetime at 2 km depth 
reaching the surface and staying at only to broadcast through a satellite link data to shore 
stations. 
 
 50 % of the initial network is already operational and the floats are deployed by many 
countries: Australia, Canada, China, Denmark, France, Germany, India, Ireland, Japan, Korea, 
Netherlands, New Zealand, Norway, Russia, Spain, UK, USA 
 
 The governing bodies of IOC of which your country is an active Member has given its 
full endorsement to this project, as a pilot project of GODAE and GOOS. Argo has therefore 
been developed and implemented through, or with the assistance of intergovernmental 
mechanisms, such as the Argo Information Centre (AIC). 
 
 It is also clear that the scale of Argo is such that it must be implemented as a fully 
cooperative joint project, involving a number of countries and agencies. 
 
 As required by the IOC Resolution XX-6, all float deployments, and particularly those 
that might drift into a country’s Exclusive Economic Zone (EEZ), are notified in advance to 
National Focal Points. Designation of Argo National Focal Points was requested through 
IOC-WMO Circular letter (2000). Until now no focal point has been designated for Costa 
Rica.  
Notification is realized via a web based system implemented at the Argo Information Centre 
in Toulouse (France). 
 
 The number of countries involved in Argo has been increased by the willingness of 
coastal states to concur with float deployments within their EEZ. ( Pacific Islands nations, 
Mauritius, Mozambique) and by providing the logistic to carry out float deployments (e.g.: 
Chile, Iceland, Indonesia, South Africa). Considering the practical applications of such 
network, EEZ access and logistical support are essential contributions to the success of the 

http://www.argo.net/


project. 
 
 I was pleased to hear that Spain (Gregorio Parrilla - Instituto Español de Oceanografia 
- Madrid) has agreed to transfer two floats (~15 000 US$ / unit) to Costa Rica for deployment 
in the eastern Pacific Ocean and that the collaboration with Costa Rica was being coordinated 
by the AIC through Dr Daniel Ballestero of the Universidad Nacional-Heredia. (Fig. 3) 
 
 With this letter we formally invite Costa Rica to become an Argo participant by 
deploying these two floats and examining the possibility to concur with other deployments of 
official Argo floats in its EEZ and thus, to support the Argo project on the long term.  
 
 Deployment plans are available 6 months in advance and real time monitoring of Argo 
is performed 24 hours a day, seven days a week by the AIC. Transfer of marine technology 
can be facilitated through the Argo Project Office and AIC, via seminars and direct contacts 
with local scientists 
 
 We look forward to establishing with your support a profitable cooperation between 
Costa Rica and the existing teams of scientists, data managers, experts, participating in this 
21st century oceanographic project. 
 
 

Yours truly, 

 
Patricio Bernal 

Assistant Director-General, UNESCO 
Executive Secretary, IOC 

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 



Annex 4 : Draft being approved by UNESCO lawyers 
 

DONATION AGREEMENT  
Concerning 

the Argo Project 
 
 

BETWEEN  The United Nations Educational, Scientific and Cultural  
Organization through its Intergovernmental Oceanographic 
Commission 
(hereinafter referred as to UNESCO/IOC) 
 

AND  The Government of _________ 
  (hereinafter referred as to the “Donor Member State”) 
   
AND  The Government of _________ 
  (hereinafter referred as to the “Coastal Member State”) 
 
 

 
WITNESSETH  

 
Whereas IOC has been identified as one of the flagship programmes of UNESCO in the 31 C/4 
Medium Term Strategy (2002-2007), approved by the 31st General Conference of UNESCO; 
 
Whereas Recommendation XX-6 of the IOC Assembly established the Argo Project in which it was 
noted that the Argo Project presents an excellent opportunity to improve ocean and climate 
forecasting, with consequent benefits for the protection of life and poverty and effective planning for 
the effects of seasonal to inter-annual climate variability; 
 
Whereas Resolution XX-12 of the IOC Assembly and EC-XXXV.4 established the Joint WMO-IOC 
Technical Commission for oceanography and marine meteorology (JCOMM) to maintain support for 
maritime safety services as well as responsibilities in the preparation of regulatory and guidance 
material in this field; 
 
Whereas Resolution XVI-8 of the IOC Assembly  established the GOOS Programme in which it was 
noted that the IOC is entrusted to promote, plan and co-ordinate ocean observing and monitoring 
systems; 
 
Whereas Resolution XXII-12 of the IOC Assembly approved the IOC Criteria and Guidelines on 
Transfer on Marine Technology; 
 
Whereas the Government of ____ , fully aware of the importance of Argo, has decided to donate 
__floats to UNESCO/IOC to contribute to the development of the operational oceanography; 
 
Whereas the Government of _____, also fully aware of the importance of Argo, has expressed its 
willing to contribute in the Project by launching the floats and taking part of this project; 
 
Now therefore, the Government of ____, the Government of _______and UNESCO/IOC have agreed 
to the following: 
 
 
 
 
 



DONATION TERMS 
 
 
ARTICLE 1: Purpose 
 
The main purpose of the present Agreement is to establish the juridical framework for the donation of 
___Floats to UNESCO/IOC within the Argo Project. 
 
 
ARTICLE 2: Basic Principles 
 
a) This Donation Agreement is done under the IOC Criteria and Guidelines of Transfer of 
Marine Technology, in the spirit of promoting Part XIV of UNCLOS. 
 
b) Following the IOC Oceanographic Data Exchange Policy (Resolution XXII-6), the Parties 
shall provide timely, free and unrestricted access to all data, associated metadata and 
products generated under the auspices of this IOC Project. 
 
c) General Principles for the conduct of Marine Scientific Research set forth in Article 240 of 
the 1982 United Nations Convention on the Law of the Sea (UNCLOS) shall be applicable for 
the activities undertaken under this agreement.  
 
d) Floats shall always be handled in accordance with good practices related to the activity. 
 
e) The Parties enter into this Memorandum of Understanding following Principles that are 
founded in respect, mutual goodwill, accord each other all reasonable co-operation and 
assistance as may be expected between institutions committed to the highest standards of 
scientific research. 
 
ARTICLE 3: Parties 
 

a) The Intergovernmental Oceanographic Commission of UNESCO, as the Recipient whose 
principal offices are at 1 rue Miollis. 75015 Paris (France) 

b) The Government of ____as Donor Member State whose principal offices are at 
_____________ 

c) The Government of ____as Coastal Member State whose principal offices are 
at___________________ 

 
 
ARTICLE 4: Conditions 
 
The donation of floats is subject to the condition that equipments must be effectively used by Member 
States of the Intergovernmental Oceanographic Commission, in the execution of the Argo Project.  
 
The Government of _____ recognizes and acknowledges that Argo is an international project under 
the auspices of IOC and WMO and transmits the property of the floats to UNESCO/IOC; 
 
UNESCO/IOC commits to deliver the property to the Coastal Member State which shall use the 
equipment for the benefit of the international community within the Argo project. 
 
 
 
 
ARTICLE 5: Rights and Duties  
 



The Parties agree to execute the following responsibilities in accordance to the Principles and the 
Purpose of this Agreement as stated in Articles 1 and 2: 
 
a) The Donor Member State commits itself in donating ___ floats to UNESCO/IOC within two 
months after the date of the last signature of this agreement; 
 
b) UNESCO/IOC through the Argo Information Center shall coordinate the execution of the 
agreement in close cooperation with the Donor Member State and the Coastal Member State; 
 
c) The Coastal State shall launch and deploy at its own cost the equipment in closed cooperation with 
the Argo Information Centre; 
  
d) The costs of shipping and transportation of the equipment from ____ to _____shall be at the 
expense of the Coastal Member State. 
 
e) Pursuant to Article 2, IOC shall make available through the Argo Information Center all the 
information collected by the equipment through the ARGO web site. 
 
f) The Donor Member State shall contribute with the cost of telecommunications  
 
g) The Coastal Member State will be responsible for the beached floats which should be recovered 
within the shortest time. 
 
ARTICLE 6: Exemption of Taxes, Privileges and Immunities 
 
1, The Convention on Privileges and Immunities of the Specialized Agencies approved by the General 
Assembly of the United Nations on 21 November 1947 will be applied for all relevant matters relating 
to this Agreement.  
 
2. Following Article III of the aforementioned Convention, UNESCO/IOC is exempt of all sort of 
taxes, duties, prohibitions or restrictions respecting this donation agreement. 
 

ARTICLE 7: Settlement of Disputes  

 

1. The Parties will negotiate and cooperate with each other in good faith to resolve any disputes or 
conflicts that arise in connection with this Memorandum of Understanding. 
 
2. Any dispute not settled by negotiation or other agreed mode of settlement shall be referred at the 

request of either party for final decision to a tribunal of three arbitrators, one to be named by the 
UNESCO/IOC, one to be named by the Government and the third, who shall be the chairman, to 
be chosen by the first two;  if either party fails to appoint an arbitrator within 60 days of the 
appointment by the other party, or if these two arbitrators should fail to agree on the third 
arbitrator within 60 days of their appointment, the President of the International Tribunal for the 
Law of the Sea may make any necessary appointments at the request of either party.   

ARTICLE 8: Damage and Accidents 
 
1. Upon reception of the floats, the Coastal Member State shall be responsible and liable for any 
accidents or damages derived from the execution of this Donation Agreement.  



 
2. For any other cases, the responsibility and liability will be determined in accordance with Article 
263 of the 1982 United Nations Convention on the Law of the Sea (UNCLOS) and other relevant 
International Rules. 
 
 
ARTICLE 9: Final Dispositions 
 
 
1. This Memorandum of Understanding may be modified by written agreement between 
UNESCO/IOC and Donor Member State and the Coastal Member State. 
 
2. This Memorandum of Understanding shall enter into force immediately upon signature by the 
Parties and shall remain in force upon completion of derived activities of the session. 
 
 
 
IN WITNESS WHEREOF, the duly authorized representatives of the Parties, hereto sign 
three (3) originals of this Agreement, in English, considered identical in ______ , 
_________and ______ 
 
 
 
 
 
FOR UNESCO/IOC 
Date: 
Recipient Signature:  
 
 

Dr. Patricio Bernal 
Executive Secretary, IOC 

Assistant Director-General, UNESCO 
Email: p.bernal@unesco.org 

 
 
 
 
 
FOR THE GOVERNMENT OF __________  
Date:   
Donor Member State Signature: 
 
 

H.E. ____________________________ 
Ambassor, Permanent Delegate of ______ 

Email: 
 
 
 
 



 
FOR THE GOVERNMENT OF ___________  
Date:   
Coastal State Signature: 
 
 
 

H.E. ____________________________ 
Ambassor, Permanent Delegate of ______ 

Email: 
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